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JOCJRNRL OF DIFFERFlWIAI. EQUATIONS 6, 395-396 (1969) 
Correction 
“On IMkrentials in Locally Convex Spaces,” by Peter L. Faib and 
Marc (1. Jacobs, Vol. 4, No. 3 (1968), pp. 444-459. 
It has been brought to our attention by Dominique Mecus that Definition 1, 
page 445, is unsatisfactory. That definition should be changed as follows: 
The mapping 4 is o(h) if there is a generating family QIY such that if 4 E & 
then there is a continuous scminorm p on 1i such that to every E > 0 there 
corresponds a S > 0 with the property that q(z)(h)) < e?(h) whenever 
p(h) < 6. 
With this change, all of the results except Theorem 2 remain true and 
the adjustments required in the proofs are evident. Theorem 2 should be 
changed as follows: Let F be a com>bte locally convex linear space, and let 
QF he a generat& family on P. Let U be a closed, convex, balanced and absorbing 
neighborhood of 0 in E and let D = x,, , 1 U where x0 is a given element of P. 
(i) If f is weakly d.ff i er~mtiahle on D, and if (x, h) -3 d,f(x, h), x t: D, h E 65 
is contijmons, then at each interior point y of I>, la -+ d,f(y, h), h E E is a 
continzlous linear mapping. (ii) If, in addition to the assumptions in (i), it is 
assumed that for x1 in the interior of D alzd q in QF there is a continuous 
seminopm ;t, on I< such that to every E > 0 1ha.e correspotds a S >. 0 such that 
q(d,f(x, h) .- d,f(x, , h)) < E whenever h E U and p(x - x1> < 6, then f is 
strongly d@erentiable at every interior point y qf D and df(y, h) = d,f(y, k) 
for all h in B. 
‘The proof of (i) remains exactly the same and the added hypothesis in (ii) 
is enough to establish that (5), page 448, is o(h). 
Since several changes in the proof of Theorem 3(A) are required, we 
indicate the necessary changes below. Delete the proof of Theorem 3(h) 
beginning with the sentence which contains inequality (11). In place of 
this deleted portion insert the following: 
Since f is Frechet differentiable at (0,O) and since {q 0 7’;l : q E QFj is 
a generating fam.ily for G it follows that if q E 0, , then there is a continuous 
seminorm p, on .E such that for F > 0 there is a a,(~) > 0 such that 
q(T,l{t)(h))) < +l(h) if p,(h) < 6,(c). By virtue of (~8) there is a S?(E) 
such that q(T’;‘{f(h, u(h)) --- f(h, 0) -. Ilbcu(h)))) :< Eq(u(h)), if h E Uu and 
q(u(h)) -< &(E). We have from (10) that q(7k’S,(h) $- u(h)) <. &(h) _I- q(u(h))) 
for h E VU, p,(h) < S,(C) and y(u(h)) < &(E). TJsing the last inequality with 
E = -2 i, WC deduce that there is a 6, > 0 such that g(u(h)) < 2q(ir;;“S,(h)).t~,(h) 
if h E 17, ) $J(h) < S, and q(u(h)) < 8, . S ince u is continuous, there is a 
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continuous seminorm pa 3 p, on B such that p,(h) < 1 and h E U, imply 
q(u(la)) < 8, . Now p(h) = 2q(T;‘&(h)) f 2p,(h) is a continuous seminorm 
on E. Define 8(c) = min(1, &(E), $(E), 8,). Then p(h) < 28(c) and h E U, 
imply q(T;lS,,(h) -k u(h)) < e?(h). Thus u(*) is i d ff erentiable at the element 0 
of U, and &(O, h) = -T;‘&,(h) for h in U,, . Hence (A) is established. 
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